ABSTRACT Term conflation is the process of linking together different variants of the same term. In automatic term recognition approaches, all term variants should be aggregated into a single normalized term representative, which is associated with a single domain-specific concept as a latent variable. In a previous study, we described FlexiTerm, an unsupervised method for recognition of multiword terms from a domain-specific corpus. It uses a range of methods to normalize three types of term variationorthographic, morphological, and syntactic variations. Acronyms, which represent a highly productive type of term variation, were not supported. In this paper, we describe how the functionality of FlexiTerm has been extended to recognize acronyms and incorporate them into the term conflation process. The main contribution of this paper is not acronym recognition per se, but rather its integration with other types of term variation into the term conflation process. We evaluated the effects of term conflation in the context of information retrieval as one of its most prominent applications. On average, relative recall increased by 32 points, whereas index compression factor increased by 7% points. Therefore, evidence suggests that integration of acronyms provides nontrivial improvement of term conflation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Terms are linguistic representations of domain-specific concepts [1] , [2] . For practical purposes, terms are often defined as noun phrases that frequently are mentioned in a domainspecific discourse [3] , [4] . They are distinguished from other salient phrases by the measures of their unithood and termhood [4] . Unithood is defined as the degree of collocational stability, while termhood refers to relevance to the domain. Termhood implies that terms carry heavier information load compared to other phrases used in a sublanguage, and as such they can be used to index and retrieve domain-specific documents, model domainspecific topics, identify text phrases useful for automatic summarization of domain-specific documents, identify slot fillers in information extraction, etc. It is, thus, essential to build and maintain terminologies in order to enhance the performance of many text mining applications [5] . Therefore, automatic term recognition (ATR) methods are needed to efficiently annotate electronic documents with a set of terms they mention. One such method is FlexiTerm, which implements an unsupervised approach to extraction of multi-word terms from a domain-specific corpus [6] . When originally evaluated on five biomedical corpora, the best results achieved were as follows: precision (94.56%), recall (71.31%) and F-measure (81.31%). Obviously, recall has considerable room for improvement. In relation to relatively poor recall, we focus on a specific methodological issue, which is related to the way (or lack) of processing acronyms. To highlight the issue and illustrate it with practical examples, we hereby provide a brief overview of the FlexiTerm method. It performs term recognition in three steps:
1. Lexico-syntactic filtering is used to select multi-word term candidates. 2. Term candidates are normalized to neutralize term variation. 3. A statistical measure of termhood is calculated in order to rank normalized term candidates.
A. STEP 1: LEXICO-SYNTACTIC FILTERING
Once input documents have been pre-processed [7] , [8] , including segmentation and part-of-speech (POS) tagging, term candidates are extracted by matching lexico-syntactic patterns that specify the structure of the targeted noun phrases (NPs): We used the Penn Treebank tag set [9] throughout this article (e.g. NN, JJ, NP, etc.).
B. STEP 2: TERM VARIANT NORMALISATION
Ideally, all term variants should be aggregated into a single normalized representative that would represent a term associated with a single domain-specific concept as a latent variable whose statistical properties we aim to measure [10] . Term candidates identified in Step 1 are normalized by addressing three types of term variation: 1. morphological variation, where the transformation of the content words involves inflection (e.g. lateral meniscus vs. lateral menisci) or derivation (e.g. meniscal tear vs. meniscus tear), 2. orthographic variation, where different conventions are used with respect to spelling (e.g. Streptococcus pneumoniae vs. Streptococcus pneumonia) and hyphenation (e.g. posterolateral tibial plateau vs. postero-lateral tibial plateau), and 3. syntactic variation, where the content words are rearranged in terms of the overall phrase structure (e.g. inhalation of thermal water vs. thermal water inhalation). The normalization process is similar to the one described in [11] and consists of the following steps:
1. Remove punctuation (e.g. ' in possessives), numbers and stop words including prepositions. 2. Remove any lowercase tokens with ≤2 characters. 3. Stem all remaining tokens and group them into a set. 4 . For each stem, use approximate string matching to find similar stems in other term candidates and add them to the set. 5. The resulting set of stemmed tokens is the normalized term form. For example, this process would map term candidates such as episodes of presyncope and presyncopal episode to the same normalized form {episod, presyncop}, thus neutralising both morphological and syntactic variation. Similarly, posterolateral corner and postero-lateral corner would be represented by { postero-later, posterolater, corner}. In this approach, morphological variation is neutralized by stemming [7] , [8] , orthographic variation is neutralized by approximate string matching [12] - [14] , whereas syntactic variation is neutralized by representing term candidates as sets, in which particular order of the corresponding content words is no longer relevant.
C. STEP 3: TERMHOOD CALCULATION
Each term candidate is quantified by its termhood following the idea of cost criteria originally introduced for automatic collocation extraction [15] . Formally, the termhood of a normalized term representative t is calculated as follows:
In this formula, |t| represents the number of non-equivalent tokens in t, e.g. | {postero-later, posterolater, corner}| = 2 because postero-later is equivalent to posterolater based on approximate matching. Effectively, this number corresponds to the length of the corresponding term variants not counting the tokens removed by Steps 1 and 2 of the normalization process. Further, f (t) is the frequency with which any of the corresponding term variants occurred in the corpus, e.g. f ({postero-later, posterolater, corner}) would add up the frequencies of posterolateral corner and postero-lateral corner. Finally, S(t) is a set of all other term representatives that are proper supersets of t, e.g. it would contain a normalized form of the term candidate posterolateral corner injury, which would be {postero-later, posterolater, corner, injuri}. This C-value formula is equivalent to the one proposed to rank term candidates represented by strings [16] . It favors longer multi-word term candidates that occur more frequently and independently (i.e. not embedded in other term candidates).
D. ISSUES RELATED TO ACRONYMS
As described above, FlexiTerm will successfully neutralize three major sources of term variation. For example, it will correctly identify that term variants exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease exacerbation are equivalent to each other. Similarly, it will correctly identify that term variants exacerbation of COPD and COPD exacerbation are also equivalent to each other. However, it will fail to identify that all four term variants are equivalent to one another. This issue is related to a type of variation associated with multi-word terms, where multiple words are blended into a single token called an acronym, typically by taking the initial letters of salient words (e.g. COPD is an acronym of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) or, in some cases, their morphemes (e.g. ICS is an acronym of inhaled corticosteroids). In particular, biomedical literature is associated with the widespread use and frequent coinage of acronyms [17] . Back in 2002, it was estimated that the number of unique acronyms in PubMed was increasing by approximately 11,000 per annum, whereas the number of the corresponding terms was growing at four times that rate [18] . The main purpose of introducing acronyms is to facilitate the use of frequently referenced multi-word terms in a domainspecific discourse. In effect, acronyms are handy proxies for multi-word terms and, therefore, should be treated as multiword terms themselves in term recognition approaches. Unfortunately, in its current form FlexiTerm will only extract acronyms when they are embedded in other terms (e.g. exacerbation of COPD), but not their standalone occurrences (e.g. COPD). This will skew the termhood calculation according to formula (1) , because the frequency f (t) of a multi-word term (e.g. chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) will not take into account its mentions as an acronym (e.g. COPD), which by all intents and purposes is likely to be used more often than the original term. Another anomaly associated termhood calculation is that two term variants exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and exacerbation of COPD differ in length (five vs. two content words), which favors the longer variant. Moreover, both variants are disadvantaged in terms of their frequencies, which are calculated separately and, therefore, are practically halved in comparison to the joint frequency. These facts imply that multi-word terms that have their own acronyms or embed references to other acronyms are statistically disadvantaged by the C-value formula and as such may remain unrecognized, thereby negatively affecting the recall of the method. Mapping acronyms to their full forms would resolve these issues. However, this cannot be done by post-processing FlexiTerm results. Acronym recognition and mapping to the corresponding full forms need to be fully integrated into the multi-word term recognition process after the initial selection of multi-word term candidates, but prior to termhood calculation. In this study, we describe the modification to the original FlexiTerm method that addresses this goal. The first prerequisite to attaining this goal is an acronym recognition method, which would extract acronym-definition pairs from a domain-specific corpus. In the following section, we provide an overview of such methods.
II. RELATED WORK
Acronyms are a highly productive type of term variation [39] . In particular, the prevalence of acronyms in biomedical domains [40] gave rise to proliferation of acronym disambiguation methods that extract acronyms and map them to their sense encoded explicitly in the full form. Table I provides a summary of such methods. Most of these methods focus on extracting acronyms from biomedical literature, and have been evaluated on either abstracts (e.g. [17] , [18] , [23] - [28] , [30] , [32] , [34] , [35] ) or fulltext articles (e.g. [22] , [36] ). These approaches rely on scientific writing conventions according to which acronyms should be defined the first time they are used in a document by first writing the full form followed by the acronym, written in uppercase, within parentheses [41] . With some exceptions (e.g. see [42] ), general compliance with these conventions is exploited by the aforementioned methods, which typically apply pattern matching to identify potential acronym-definition pairs followed by heuristic alignment of the two (e.g. [17] - [19] , [22] , [24] , [27] , [35] ). This alignment can be posed as the longest common subsequence problem, in which case dynamic programming can be used as an alternative to heuristic approaches to find an optimal alignment [23] . An early approach used text compression to match acronyms and potential definitions [20] . Several supervised learning methods were used to learn how to select acronym-definition pairs, out of which support vector machines (SVM) provided the best results [28] . More recently, hidden Markov models (HMM) have been used to support the alignment of acronyms and their definitions [36] . In a large corpus, where there are multiple longform candidates for a given acronym, statistical analysis can be used to support mapping of the acronym to the most likely definition. Examples of statistical approaches include logistic regression [23] , collocation analysis [25] , [31] and termhood [32] .
So far we discussed recognition of acronyms as local abbreviations, whose long form is explicitly stated in a document [30] . By contrast, global abbreviations appear in a document without their definitions. They are commonly found in clinical narratives and to a lesser extent in scientific literature. These are usually common abbreviations, which are widely accepted as preferred synonyms of prominent domain-specific concepts (e.g. DNA and deoxyribonucleic acid) [22] . As such, they are described in relevant domain dictionaries, e.g. [43] , [44] . However, shorter acronyms tend to be ambiguous [39] , [45] , and, therefore, they may have multiple entries in such dictionaries (e.g. diabetes mellitus, dystrophia myotonica, doctor of medicine, dextromethorphan and Drosophila melanogaster share the same acronym, DM). Automatic recognition of global acronyms usually entails their mapping to a correct entry in an external dictionary and this may be viewed as a word sense disambiguation problem [46] . Supervised learning approaches have been most commonly used to classify acronyms with respect to their sense, e.g. SVM, naive Bayes classification and C4.5 decision trees [26] , [30] , [33] , [34] . Semi-supervised methods based on maximum entropy [21] and cosine similarity [29] applied to acronym's context have also been tried. More recently, models of distributional semantics, which are based on the assumption that linguistic items with similar distributions in a large corpus tend to have similar meanings, have been used to pair up acronyms and their long forms [38] . This approach represents an unsupervised approach, which has got the advantage of being inherently portable.
The goal of our study was not to implement a new acronym recognition approach per se, but rather to integrate such functionality with that of FlexiTerm. The following section describes how we implemented such integration.
III. METHODS

A. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION
We have previously differentiated between two types of acronyms -local and global. Local acronyms are explicitly defined in a document following scientific writing conventions, which prescribe that the first mention of an acronym is accompanied with its full form, either of which is specified within parentheses, e.g.
The nuclear factor kappaB (NF-kappaB) is thought to be crucially involved in the gene activation of several cytokines, including tumor necrosis factor (TNF).
Glucocorticoid receptors are also able to interact with transcriptional factors such as AP-1 (activator protein-1) of NF-kappaB (nuclear factor-kappaB).
By contrast, global acronyms appear in a document without their definitions. They are commonly found in clinical narratives and to a lesser extent in scientific literature, e.g. slightly ill-defined and has intrasubstance high signal, which I think is most likely to be due to mucoid degeneration, but ACL and PCL are intact.
MRI RIGHT KNEE -Normal meniscus and collateral ligaments. Normal postero-lateral corner structures. ACL is
In this paper, we will refer to these two types of acronyms as explicit and implicit acronyms respectively. Their use is associated with different types of discourse, e.g. acronyms are explicitly defined in scientific literature, but not necessarily in clinical notes or patient narratives. The original FlexiTerm method proved to be more robust than the baseline against less formally structured texts, such as those found in patient blogs or clinical notes. To integrate acronyms into multiword term recognition while preserving the generality of the method, both types of acronyms need to be supported.
B. EXPLICIT ACRONYM RECOGNITION
We have previously discussed a range of methods that support explicit acronym recognition, most of which implement heuristic approaches with no significant differences in performance. Typically, the precision of these methods is in the 90s and F-measure is in the 80s. Recall tends to vary more, but usually it the ranges from 70s to 90s. This is measured against all instances of acronym-definition pairs. For FlexiTerm to incorporate acronyms into multi-word term recognition, they need to be correctly interpreted, i.e. mapped to the corresponding full forms. For a given acronym we do not need to extract every instance of acronym-definition pairs. In fact, a single acronym-definition pair would suffice. In this respect, recall is not an essential criterion for our choice of an acronym recognition method. Precision, on the other hand, is an essential requirement. Given that most of the considered methods have got the precision well over 90%, our decision was based on two relevant criteria: (1) generality of the method, and (2) its ease of use. In terms of generality, heuristic approaches are preferred to machine learning ones as they are readily portable between domains and require no training. As for the ease of use, source code should be readily available to enable necessary modifications and incur as little re-implementation as possible. A simple algorithm for identifying abbreviation by Schwartz and Hearst [24] is by far the most referenced method of its kind and it does satisfy both criteria. It performs at 96% precision, is available under an open source license and is written in the same programming language as FlexiTerm. As such, it was a natural choice to support explicit acronym recognition in FlexiTerm.
Originally, Schwartz and Hearst algorithm operates at a document level, i.e. it systematically scans the document for potential acronym-definition pairs, followed by extraction of the full forms, which do not cross heuristically determined sentence/clause boundaries. At the very start, FlexiTerm performs linguistic pre-processing of input documents. This process involves sentence splitting, tokenization, lemmatization and stemming. The pre-processing results are stored in a relational database for easy access and retrieval. To take advantage of this fact and make better use of available computational resources, we modified the original Schwartz and Hearst algorithm to operate at a sentence level. Only those sentences that contain potential acronyms, identified by the presence of parentheses, are retrieved from the database and passed on to the acronym recognition module.
All instances of automatically identified acronymdefinition pairs are also stored in a database for further analysis by FlexiTerm. Assuming that acronyms are synonyms of multi-word terms, we compare their automatically extracted definitions against term candidates already identified by FlexiTerm using lexico-syntactic filtering. In this manner, we constrain the results of acronym recognition using lexicosyntactic information and, thereby, reduce occasional false positives [17] , [28] .
In addition to improving the precision of acronym recognition, this step is important for the term normalization process. FlexiTerm aims to maintain a single normalized representative for all term variants, which is associated with a single domain-specific concept, as a latent variable whose statistical properties we aim to measure. For an acronym, as a single token, to fit into this normalization scheme, it needs to be normalized to the same representative as its full form. At this stage, multi-word term candidates have already been normalized. By matching the acronym's full form to an existing term candidate, we can simply re-use its normalized form.
Acronyms, like other words, tend to have only one sense per discourse [47] . However, an acronym's full form may be matched to multiple normalized term representatives, in which case we need to perform disambiguation in order to add acronym as a variant to one and only one term representative. The same disambiguation approach is applied to both explicit and implicit acronyms, thus, we will re-visit this issue once we have described our approach to implicit acronym recognition.
C. IMPLICIT ACRONYM RECOGNITION
Implicit acronyms are not explicitly defined in a document. They are commonly found in clinical narratives as widely accepted synonyms of the corresponding domain-specific terms (e.g. STD and sexually transmitted disease). Such acronyms are known globally and, hence, their usage is prescribed in relevant dictionaries. Few methods summarized in Table I that focus on implicit acronym recognition in clinical narratives incorporate such dictionaries as local lexical resources in their methods [21] , [29] , [33] . FlexiTerm, however, is a data-driven, domain-independent method and we would like to preserve these features in its new version that incorporates acronym recognition. To achieve this, implicit acronyms need to be recognized dynamically without resorting to static lexical resources.
We implemented a simple heuristic approach that first identifies potential acronyms using their orthographic properties and frequency of occurrence. Recall that all input documents undergo linguistic pre-processing, including tokenization and lemmatization, whose results are stored in a relational database for easy access and retrieval. A single query is used to retrieve potential acronyms using the following criteria on their lemmas: (1) It must start with an uppercase letter. (2) It must not contain a lowercase letter. Proper English words get lowercased as part of the lemmatization process. Therefore, performing the given query against lemmas will only focus on words where uppercase format is their distinct characteristic rather than a consequence of syntax (e.g. starting a sentence with a capital letter) or formatting conventions (e.g. uppercasing section titles in clinical narratives). For example, in the following section title MRI RIGHT KNEE of an imaging report, the last two words would get lemmatized to right and knee respectively, which, therefore, would not be considered as acronyms despite their frequent uppercased use in a corpus of imaging reports.
The first two criteria combined allow for some types of punctuation, e.g. PAPP-A (pregnancy-associated plasma protein A) and PM&R (physical medicine and rehabilitation). According to these two criteria, numbers are also allowed, e.g. PAI1 (plasminogen activator inhibitor 1), but lowercased letters are not. Therefore, instances such as NFkappaB (nuclear factor-kappa B) would not be considered. Unlike explicit acronyms, whose recognition exploits their proximity to the corresponding full forms, the selection of implicit acronym candidates relies solely on their surface forms, which are subsequently matched to phrases found elsewhere in the corpus. Therefore, to reduce the number of false positives, stricter selection criteria need to apply. In the wider context of ATR and specifically the role of acronyms in term conflation, the precision of acronym recognition outweighs the concerns related to its recall.
The third criterion has been introduced to prevent selection of abbreviations other than acronyms, e.g. contractions such as DR. and MRS., which are frequently found in clinical narratives. Note that this will also prevent selection of punctuated versions of acronyms (e.g. M.R.I. vs. MRI). Although there are exceptions, a prevalent rule is to omit the periods in acronyms [48] . Therefore, this constraint is not expected to affect the recall significantly. In a further attempt to prioritize precision over recall, we do not attempt to extract two-letter acronyms, because shorter acronyms tend to be ambiguous [39] . Finally, we assume that important acronyms are frequently used in a domain-specific corpus. Omission of rare acronyms would not have a significant effect on termhood calculation based on the C-value formula, which provides further justification for introducing a frequency threshold.
Once potential acronyms have been identified, the next step is to map them to their full forms, which are supposed to be terms themselves. Therefore, we compare acronyms against term candidates already identified by FlexiTerm using lexico-syntactic filtering. Given a potential acronym as a sequence of k characters L 1 L 2 ...L k , a single query is used to retrieve term candidates that consist of k tokens that start with the given characters (irrespective of their case) in the given order. For example, ACL would match anterior cruciate ligament, but not articular cartilage. By focusing on initialisms only, this approach is purposefully strict in an attempt to reduce the search space and false positives, and thereby improve the performance in terms of efficiency and precision.
As before, by matching the acronym to an existing term candidate, we can simply re-use its normalized form. A potential problem is that an acronym may be matched to multiple normalized term representatives, in which case we need to perform disambiguation in order to add acronym as a variant to one and only one term representative. The same disambiguation approach is applied to both explicit and implicit acronyms, which is described in the following section.
D. ACRONYM SENSE DISAMBIGUATION
We implemented a heuristic approach to acronym disambiguation. In the first step, we compare potential normalized term representatives with respect to their frequency of occurrence in the corpus. We select the most frequent one as the most plausible full form based on a hypothesis that acronyms are introduced to facilitate the use of frequently referenced multi-word terms in a domain-specific discourse.
In case of a tie, we compare potential normalized term representatives using their length measured by the number of tokens. We select the longest one in order to prevent selecting full forms that embed other acronyms. For example, AECOPD can be introduced as an acronym for either acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or acute exacerbations of COPD. In our experiments, both definitions were extracted as multi-word term candidates and were normalized to {acut, exacerb, chronic, obstruct, pulmonary, diseas} and {acut, exacerb, copd} respectively. Eventually, both of these variants will be merged, but in this manner AOCOPD will be mapped directly to the full form without having to expand the embedded acronym.
Finally, in an unlikely event that an acronym still remains ambiguous, we use a brute-force strategy and select the first normalized term representative in alphabetical order. This step is used only as the last resort to guarantee one-toone mapping from acronyms to normalized term representatives (in a deterministic fashion) so that FlexiTerm may proceed with termhood calculation without double counting the acronyms.
E. MULTI-WORD TERM RECOGNITION
The following pseudocode provides a summary of the FlexiTerm method, which now fully integrates acronym recognition into the multi-word term recognition process after the initial selection of multi-word term candidates, but prior to termhood calculation:
1 a. Determine set S(t) of all normalized term candidates that contain t as a subset. b. Calculate C-value(t) according to formula (1). 11. Rank normalized term candidates using their C-value. Steps 4-6 summarize modifications to the original FlexiTerm method. Once the acronyms have been recognized as described in the preceding sections, they are added to the list of multi-word term candidates as variants of their full forms. Both acronym and its full form will have the same normalized representative, which means that they will be treated as a single term candidate for the purpose of termhood calculation. Once stand-alone acronyms have been added to the list of multi-word term candidates, all other normalized term candidates are searched for nested occurrences of newly added acronyms, which are then replaced by their normalized representatives. The updated term candidates are then renormalized to restore alphabetical order of individual tokens in their normalized forms. Once all acronyms have been processed, the termhood calculation proceeds as prescribed in the original method.
IV. RESULTS
A. APPLICATION CONTEXT
The main goal of integrating acronym recognition into the multi-word term recognition process is to neutralize this type of term variation and its effects on term recognition. Specifically, by addressing this type of term variation in addition to morphological, orthographic and syntactic variation, we are looking to further improve term conflation, i.e. grouping all variants of the same term together [49] - [56] . One of the most prominent applications of term conflation is information retrieval (IR) [57] - [60] , a process of selecting documents relevant to a user's information need expressed using a search query. In the context of IR, term conflation can support query expansion, whose goal is to automatically expand the query by adding synonyms and other closely related words [61] . In particular, matching acronyms to their long forms is often quoted as an important step for improving the performance of IR systems in terms of precision and recall [21] , [26] , [28] , [30] , [33] , [35] , which is further emphasized by the fact that the use of acronyms in search queries is frequent [62] .
We will, therefore, evaluate the new version of FlexiTerm in the context of IR as one of its immediate applications.
B. EVALUATION MEASURES
Given a fixed document collection and a user's information need expressed as a search query, a document retrieved by a system is classified either as a true positive (TP) if it is relevant to the given information need or as a false positive (FP) if it is not. Conversely, a relevant document is classified as a false negative (FN) if it is not retrieved by the system. Given the total numbers of TPs, FPs and FNs, precision (P) and recall (R) are calculated as the following ratios on a scale from 0 to 1:
In other words, precision represents the proportion of correctly retrieved documents, while recall represents the proportion of relevant documents that are retrieved by the system. For the precision to be calculated it suffices to manually inspect the retrieved documents with respect to their relevance to the search query. Calculating recall, on the other hand, requires manually annotating the whole document collection, which is potentially large, thus rendering this measure impractical in many cases. If we focus on recall as a way of comparing multiple systems against one another, then it is worth noting that its denominator, i.e. the sum of TPs and FNs, which equals the number of relevant document, is independent of the system and as such will remain constant across all systems. Therefore, when comparing the recall of two systems, their ratio will match that of their numerators, i.e. TPs, which would already be calculated for the precision by manually inspecting the retrieved documents, therefore eliminating the need for manually annotating the whole document collection. Nonetheless, it is still useful to normalize the value of TPs on a scale from 0 and 1. Relative recall achieves this by dividing the number of relevant documents retrieved by a given system (i.e. TPs) by the total number of relevant documents retrieved by any of the considered systems [63] .
In our experiments, we will be reporting precision and relative recall values.
In the context of IR, we can also measure the extent to what a term-based index would be compressed by conflation of term variants. This is analogous to the idea of index compression factor (ICF), which represents the fractional reduction in index size achieved through stemming and is calculated according to the following formula:
where w is the number of distinct words before stemming and s is the number of distinct stems [64] . We adapted this formula by calculating w as the number of distinct term variants and s as the number of distinct terms (i.e. their normalized representatives). In this case, ICF represents the extent to which a list of terms is compressed by their normalization. Higher values of ICF indicate higher rate of term conflation. VOLUME 6, 2018 
C. EXPERIMENTS
We would like to compare how much term conflation as part of multi-word term recognition improves IR results. This comparison requires three prerequisites: (1) a baseline ATR system, (2) a document collection, and (3) a test set of termbased search queries. Let us first discuss the choice of a baseline system. The main aim of our experiments is to measure the effect that the inclusion of acronyms has on the performance of multiword term recognition, in particular their term conflation component. In other words, we want to conduct a controlled experiment in which acronym recognition represents an independent variable of otherwise fixed term recognition process. Therefore, to measure relative improvement of term conflation, the original FlexiTerm method represents a natural baseline. In our experiments, we will refer to the two versions of the system as FlexiTerm 1.0 and FlexiTerm 2.0. Similar relationship exists between FlexiTerm 1.0 and TerMine [65] , a freely available service from the academic domain based on C-value [16] . FlexiTerm 1.0 extends the term conflation component of TerMine by addressing syntactic variation on top of orthographic and morphological variation.
In summary, we conducted a series of controlled experiments in which term conflation was treated as an independent variable of otherwise fixed term recognition process. The following types of term variation were considered in three experiments: (1) orthographic and morphological variation (TerMine), (2) orthographic, morphological and syntactic variation without acronyms (FlexiTerm 1.0), and (3) orthographic, morphological and syntactic variation with acronyms (FlexiTerm 2.0). In the context of controlled experiments with a focus on term variation, the use of any other external system as the baseline would be inappropriate.
The next choice to be made in our experiments is that of a document collection to run the three systems on. We originally evaluated the performance of FlexiTerm 1.0 using five document collections from different biomedical subdomains (e.g. molecular biology, medical diagnostic imaging or respiratory diseases) as well as text written by different types of authors and/or aimed at different audience (e.g. scientists, healthcare professionals or patients). Table II describes the five collections consisting of 100 documents each, which we re-used in this study (see [6] for more details).
Finally, to create a test set of term-based search queries for each document collection, we re-used the ATR results of the two baseline systems from the previous study [6] and combined them with the ATR results from this study. We selected a subset of automatically recognized terms in a manner that does not favor any of the three systems. For each document collection, we started with an empty set of terms. In each iteration, three terms were added to the set. The highest ranked term by TerMine that was not already in the test set was added, followed by the highest ranked term by FlexiTerm 1.0 that was not already in the test set, followed by the highest ranked term by FlexiTerm 2.0 that was not already in the test set. The process was stopped after five iterations.
Having selected 15 terms per document collection, each term was converted into the corresponding search query by automatically expanding it with all its variants automatically recognized by the system considered. For example, let us consider COPD exacerbation as the search term and how it would be automatically expanded using the output of the three systems. The search queries (represented formally in SQL) were run against individual sentences in a relevant data collection, which was managed in a relational database. The retrieved sentences were inspected manually to differentiate between TPs and FPs. The only FP identified was related to a term variant human cells, which was incorrectly grouped with human t cells by both FlexiTerm versions. Such high precision throughout can be explained by the homogeneity of the test corpora and ''one sense per discourse'' hypothesis [47] . In reality (e.g. if running the same queries against PubMed), the precision would naturally be expected to be lower. Nonetheless, in the context of this study it provides evidence that most term variants were correctly conflated by all three systems considered.
To calculate relative recall, TPs were compared to the union of TPs retrieved by any of the three versions of the search query. Finally, the values of relative recall were microaveraged to evaluate the overall performance (see Figure 1) . The following trends can be observed. With one exception (D1), FlexiTerm 1.0 outperforms TerMine by 6 percent points on average. FlexiTerm 2.0 outperforms other two methods substantially. On average, it improves relative recall by 29 percent points. These values demonstrate the benefits of term conflation. In general, the larger the conflation classes (on average), the higher the relative recall. To measure the former, we used ICF (see Figure 2) -the bigger ICF, 
D. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the results of acronym recognition. Under the ''one sense per discourse'' hypothesis [47] , we evaluated the precision of acronym recognition by checking whether it matched the sense of a multi-word term candidate it was added to as a variant. In case of explicit acronym recognition, which was originally evaluated as an information extraction task, at 96% the precision of the chosen algorithm was very high to start with [24] . Our own algorithm for implicit acronym recognition was deliberately strict in order to achieve high precision. Overall, lexicosyntactic constraints applied to multi-word term candidates in combination with sense disambiguation (see Step 4 of the FlexiTerm algorithm) resulted in 100% precision. In other words, all automatically recognized acronyms were correctly interpreted. In addition to discussing the effects that addition of these acronyms had on overall term recognition, we also turn our attention to issues related to recall, i.e. those acronyms that were not recognized. We discuss the results for each data set D1-D5 separately.
Coincidentally, a total of 57 explicit acronyms were extracted from both literature corpora D1 and D2. Tables III and IV provide top 10 most frequently mentioned acronyms mapped to their full forms, which were extracted automatically. The last two columns show the rank of the full form (together with all its variants) produced by FlexiTerm 2.0 and FlexiTerm 1.0 respectively. The given values illustrate that acronyms provide a strong boost in term candidate ranking. In particular, terms that were previously not recognized (indicated by the N/A value) benefited from aggregation with the corresponding acronyms, which enabled them to pass the termhood threshold.
Recognition of implicit acronyms in a collection of patient blog posts (D3) resulted in a total of only two acronyms (see Table V ). Interestingly, the blog posts were written by patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, but the term itself was previously not recognized due to patients' tendency to use the corresponding acronym COPD. Once the full form was mapped to the acronym and their numerical properties aggregated, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease became the highest ranked term. Overall, the use of acronyms in patient blogs was not frequent. Two other relevant acronyms, MRSA (methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus) and FEV (forced expiratory volume), were not recognized because their full forms were not mentioned in the corpus. This did not have a negative impact on term recognition, because these acronyms were rarely used. The analysis of potential acronyms identified by the use of uppercase letters highlighted a potential problem with acronym recognition in patient narratives, which may be confused with the use of Internet slang, e.g. LOL (laughing out loud). Even though they are formed following the same principles as domainspecific acronyms, their full forms do not generally match the structure of terms and, therefore, would be filtered out during lexico-syntactic filtering. However, they could still be matched incorrectly to other term candidates, e.g. lease of life. In our experiments, the frequency threshold for potential acronyms prevented such errors.
A total of 10 implicit acronyms (see Table VI ) were correctly recognized from a collection of hospital discharge summaries (D4). A total of 8 acronyms were not recognized, because their full forms were not mentioned elsewhere in the corpus, e.g. PICC (peripherally inserted central catheter) and PND (post nasal drip). Because of a strict condition not to consider two-letter acronyms in an attempt to reduce false positives, two such acronyms were not recognized, CP (chest pain) and EF (ejection fraction). Interestingly, in these two cases full forms were used more frequently than the corresponding acronyms. For example, chest pain was used 98 times, whereas CP was used only 12 times. Similarly, ejection fraction was used 47 times, whereas EF was used 20 times. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that (1) shorter acronyms tend to be ambiguous [39] , so clinicians may be consciously avoiding their use, and (2) their full forms are shorter and, therefore, not as time consuming to write. Because of relatively frequent use of the full forms, these two terms were still highly ranked (2nd and 12th) and, therefore, less affected by ignoring their acronyms. This provides additional justification for setting a threshold for the length of implicit acronyms. In addition to length, we also imposed a strict condition that the number of letters in an implicit acronym has to match the number of tokens in the full form. Only one acronym was not recognized for this reason -CXR (chest X-ray). As before, the relatively short full form chest X-ray was used more frequently than the corresponding acronym CXR (31 times vs. 8 times). Again, the term itself was successfully recognized on its own and ranked 20th. Two three-letter acronyms whose full form consists of two tokens, ASA (acetylsalicylic acid) and CPK (creatine phosphokinase), would not be recognized anyway because their full forms were not mentioned elsewhere in the corpus. Two three-letter acronyms whose full form consists of a single word, HTN (hypertension) and HCT (hematocrit), are irrelevant in the context of multi-word term recognition.
Finally, there were only 6 implicit acronyms mentioned in a collection of imaging reports (D5). The most frequent acronym MRI was not recognized as such, because it is described in WordNet and is, therefore, treated as a regular English word and lowercased during the lemmatization process. Its full form was not mentioned either and its use was confined to the report title. We did not attempt to recognize two-letter acronyms such as OA (osteoarthritis). The full form of this particular acronym is a singleword term, which makes it irrelevant to our term recognition method. All remaining acronyms were correctly recognized (see Table VII ). They provided a substantial boost to the calculation of termhood, based on which two previously unrecognized terms were ranked among top five.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we fully integrated acronym recognition and their mapping to the corresponding full forms into the multi-word term recognition process. Our approach supports two modes of acronym recognition: (1) explicit (or local) acronyms, which are defined in a text document following scientific writing conventions, and (2) implicit (or global) acronyms, which appear in a text document (e.g. clinical notes) without their definitions. While implicit acronym recognition in itself presents a novel approach, the main contribution of this study is not acronym recognition per se, but rather its integration with other types of term variation into the term conflation process. The novelty of this study lies in the use of acronym recognition to resolve a methodological issue concerning the way in which multi-word terms are processed statistically. In turn, by addressing acronyms in addition to morphological, orthographic and syntactic variation, we improved the conflation of term variants substantially across a wide range of biomedical discourse types, including scientific literature, clinical notes and patient narratives. The results demonstrate that the given methodological issue entailed practical implications in terms of performance.
We evaluated the effects of term conflation in the context of information retrieval as one of its most prominent applications. Specifically, term conflation was evaluated in relation to query expansion and index compression. By using term variants to automatically expand search queries, substantial improvement was made in terms of relative recall while maintaining the same precision. The addition of acronyms improved relative recall of the method by 32 percent points on average. This is substantially higher than the previous improvement (less than 3 percent points) made over the original baseline on account of syntactic variation.
